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Partners Statement

The Oil & Gas industry is a heart of the global economy reflecting the health

and growth for any economy. It can be conceder also as important tools for the

political to direct the trend of the world economy.

Egypt is the largest oil producer in Africa that is not member of the OPEC, and

the second largest natural gas producer on the continent, following Algeria,

Egypt also plays a vital role in international energy markets through the operating of the Suez

Canal and Suez Mediterranean Pipeline, import transit points for oil and LNG shipments from

Africa and Persian Gulf to Europe and the Mediterranean Basin.

The Company Profile provides you with a brief overview of Mediterranean Oilfield Services

Company MOSCO, a description of our key businesses and their performance, and an update

on our strategic direction. 

Since 2010 Mediterranean Oilfield Services Company MOSCO, has come to exist and its today

focus on those areas of business where we can create values for our client and the company itself

across the market cycles within the new market conditions.

We are pleased to report another year of successful results for the Company; during the last 2

years we focused more directly on the petroleum services market by disposing our company to

meet the requirements of the rapid changing market.

Our markets have seen extraordinary turmoil during the past few months, with a ramp up in oil

prices to unprecedented heights followed by an even more precipitate fall, and the underlying

causes are well understood.

Regardless that we established our business in efficient, strong, rapid way, we occupy an

important niche in the petroleum services equation to be a brief phenomenon.

We thank all our staff for enabling the Company to produce another fine performance in

challenging times.
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WHO WE ARE?

Mediterranean Oilfield Services Company

MOSCO was established in 2010 under the

name of Magic Marine oil services as 100%

Egyptian Free Zone Company working in

diversified offshore services field.

MOSCO provides our clients with innovative

products and services with an emphasis on

quality, cost, and time. Our focus is on new

technology solutions, customer satisfaction, and to uphold the highest professional standards in

the oil and gas industry.

The geographical focus is primarily in Egypt, Mediterranean and Africa. MOSCO has offices in

Suez and Cairo very close to almost all Oil & Gas companies in Egypt.

MOSCO facilities include a 1000 square meters land in the free zone of Suez City which is tax

and custom free which gives us advantage of about 25% less than our competitors.

VISION

To be the preferred and most trusted resources

for the products and services that enhances oil

& gas companies’ productivity.

Mission

Integrity is one of our core values and is

embedded in our Company's Mission

Statement. We will not sacrifice this value for any reason, even when it may appear to cost more

in the short run. Our long term interests are simply not served when we compromise this

fundamental commitment that we share to ethical and legal business practices.
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Strategy

Our strategy is to achieve long-term sustainable growth as Egyptian Oilfield Services Company

by adding value to our customers' operations with world-leading, highly differentiated products

and services. We strive to be true partners with our global customers, helping them achieve

greater success through our innovation and creative solutions to any challenge.

Strategic Objectives

The existing strategic objectives of MOSCO are as follows:

o Maximize profitability in the Oil & Gas business through segmented marketing.

o Explore potential markets.

o Expand the MOSCO Cards Business by enhancing the customer base.

o Revamp organizational structure and various functions in line with the best corporate

practices.

o Streamline systems and procedures in accordance with the changing business

environment.

o Ensure full HSE compliance in all our operations and try to meet a zero accident

objective through effective system development, training, inspections and audit.

Reinforce quality assurance by acquiring the ISO 9000 quality management certification of

various departments.

Core Value

As a company and as individuals we value:

 Oil & Gas services as a vital service that should be safe, reliable,

efficient, accessible, clean and customer-focused.

 Integrity, honesty and personal responsibility.
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 Respect for employees, diversity, and ensuring a challenging and inclusive environment.

 Teamwork, courage, creativity and constructive criticism.

Code of Business Conduct & Ethics

To further the Company’s fundamental principles of

honesty, loyalty, fairness and forthrightness, MOSCO

has established a Code of Business Conduct and Ethics.

Our Code strives to deter wrongdoing and to promote

the following six objectives:

1) Honest and ethical conduct;

2) Avoidance of conflicts of interest;

3) Full, fair, accurate, timely and transparent disclosure;

4) Compliance with the applicable government and self-regulatory organization laws, rules and

regulations;

5) Prompt internal reporting of Code violations; and

6) Accountability for compliance with the Code.

Each of the Company’s directors, officers and employees is expected to:

UNDERSTAND MOSCO expects you to understand the requirements of your

position, including Company expectations and governmental rules and regulations that apply to

your position.

COMPLY WITH MOSCO expects you to comply with this Code.

REPORT MOSCO expects you to report any violation of this Code of

which you become aware.

BE ACCOUNTABLE MOSCO holds you accountable for complying with the Code.
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Health, Safety and Environment

MOSCO prides itself on having a proactive,

rigorous and responsible health, safety and

environmental (HSE) program by adapting an

approved HSE system that has gained the

following certificate: OHSAS 18001:2007. We are

firmly committed to ensuring a safe, productive

and incident free working environment for our

employees worldwide. We believe in investing in our personnel through extensive training and

education programs, following protective safety equipment requirements, and well established

HSE practices.

Safety and environmental audits are regularly performed companywide to track performance and

ensure continuous improvement. MOSCO aggressively pursues operational and environmental

enhancements, while cultivating a corporate wide HSE mindset that encourages constant

attention to safety and focuses on education, prevention, and continuous improvement.

Quality

MOSCO operates an approved Quality Management S

ystem that has gained the following Certifications: ISO

9001:2008

In order to provide our customers with quality levels

that meet or exceed their expectations,

we constantly monitor our quality performance and imple

-ment improvements when advisable.

This policy is well understood by all personnel and involves active participation, endeavor

and ideas of all employees with the aim of continually improving the effectiveness of the

Quality Management System.
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Social Responsibility

As stated in MOSCO partners’ massages “As a leader

company in an oilfield service industry leader, MOSCO

strives to operate in a sustainable manner.

Many aspects of our business contribute to corporate social

responsibility (CSR). These include our commitment to health,

safety, and the environment, technology development programs,

and development of a diverse, inclusive workforce. It also

encompasses our community involvement and commitment to

being a responsible, legally compliant corporate citizen.

CSR is strongly supported by the MOSCO corporate culture, whose core values are integrity,

teamwork, performance and learning. Every day, we work together to promote safety and reduce

the environmental impact of developing oil and natural gas. We contribute to the communities

where we work and support local academic institutions and students. We also ensure that we run

our business according to the highest ethical standards.

Technology

MOSCO technology fellows are an elite group of scientists and engineers chosen for their

technical contributions to the company. As consultants to our executive management, they play a

leading role in the development of our technology, and mentor our technical talent. These

exceptional individuals have earned the esteem of their colleagues and the respect of

management for their indispensable wisdom and counsel.

We are very proud to be the first introducer of the new technology in drilling tools and

equipment in the Egyptian market. The sustainable technologies we have introduced include a

broad range of products and services designed to help improve petroleum industry efficiencies

and increase reservoir productivity.
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Human Capital

Human capital represents the knowledge, skills and abilities that

make it possible for people to do their jobs. Human capital

development is recruiting, fostering diversity, supporting and

investing in people, using a variety of means, including

education, training, coaching, mentoring, organizational

development and human resource management.  Strengthening

the human capital of MOSCO is an important strategic goal.

MOSCO remains committed to building a diversified

workforce, and to attracting, retaining, rewarding and retraining

high performing professionals, who are committed to diversity as a fundamental principle of

public transit. MOSCO will work within to develop staff to implement the new strategic focus

and prepare for the future.

One of our greatest strengths is the diversity of our workforce, with men and women of many

nationalities and backgrounds working together and sharing common objectives. MOSCO does

not have a 'nationality' which describes its culture. As a company, we encourage fair

employment practices and offer equal opportunities to all our employees. We also try to take

family considerations into account in any decisions about personnel matters or assignments.

Human capital development elements will include:

 Training for new hires and existing staff:

 Customer Service

 Leadership Development

 MOSCO Strategic Business Plan Implementation

 Internal communications campaigns:

 Corporate vision and branding

 Industry developments

 Performance Measurement

 Linked to corporate and divisional key performance indicators

 Attracting new talent
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 Leveraging positive image of mass transit industry and engaging sustainability focus-

minded individuals.

Management and Organization

The organization is led by an executive staff structured as stated in figure below. MOSCO’s

Executive Staff has the accountability to develop the strategic direction for the organization and

to lead MOSCO’s employees in the strategic direction.  The MOSCO Executive Team will

also develop a performance development planning process within the organization’s performance

management system to communicate, reinforce, and provide a structure that supports the

articulation and accomplishment of the strategic planning goals.

The Executive Staff strives to be a partner with MOSCO’s stakeholders to promote public

transit service as a cost-effective. The Executive Staff is committed to operating and managing a

system which meets the highest standards for customer and employee safety, while providing

quality services.
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What WE DO?

MOSCO provides a state-of-the-art integrated technology services inclusive of an extensive

range of consulting services to the petroleum industry worldwide for complete reservoir

management and technology transfer.

MOSCO possesses capabilities, expertise, and practical experience in the following areas:

STORAGE
FACILITIES

We have 1000 square meters 24/7

security facility in Attaka Suez free

zone as a storage area for all

purposes

MARINE

1. TANKERS
2. AHTS
3. Tug Boats
4. PSV
5. Multipurpose Vessels
6. Jack up Barge
7. ROV
8. Crew Boats
9. Offshore Snubbing Units
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GENERAL
SUPPLY

6. Drilling Bits
7. Hoses
8. Valves
9. Fittings
10. Centralizers

RESERCH

1. Business Intelligence
2. Market Research
3. Visibility Study
4. Consultancy
5. Financial Advices
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CONTACT US

FREE ZONE

Block H, Piece 1/20, General Free Zone, Attaka, Suez City, Egypt.

Mobile: +2 010 987 266 64

Head Quarter

Fifth Settlement, 90 road, villa 141, New Cairo, Cairo, Egypt

Telefax: +2 02 261 752 41

Mobile: +2 011 133 380 25

Email: info@mosco-eg.com

www.mosco-eg.com
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